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Abstract Splitting forces due to bond action can

lead to the premature failure of reinforced concrete

structural components. In earlier research it was

mentioned that it is mainly geometrical parameters

that play a key role in the distribution and magnitude

of the splitting forces in textile-reinforced concrete.

However, so far no accurate geometrical character-

isation of textile reinforcement has been performed

which considers all the relevant properties of the

material such as the regularly repeating variation in

cross-sectional dimensions. In this paper, four geo-

metrical parameters are introduced which permit a

clear geometrical characterisation of fibre strands and

allow for the comparison of different types of textile

reinforcement. Furthermore, a broad parametric study

was carried out for a pull-out test in which the

parameters were varied, and the influence of these

parameters on the splitting forces occurring in textile-

reinforced concrete was visualised. Based on this

parametric study, a mechanical model was estab-

lished, which takes into account experimental data

from previous research. This model allows for the

calculation of the splitting forces occurring in textile-

reinforced concrete when one short fibre strand is

pulled out of the concrete.
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List of symbols
a, b (mm) Ellipse axis, where a[b
Akr (mm2) Area of a circle

Ar (mm2) Cross-sectional area of the fibre strand

Ar,F

(mm2)

Local maxima of the cross-sectional

area of the fibre strand

Ar,K

(mm2)

Local minima of the cross-sectional

area of the fibre strand

br,F (mm) Local maxima of the width of the fibre

strand

br,K (mm) Local minima of the width of the fibre

strand

dr,F (mm) Local maxima of the thickness of the

fibre strand

dr,K (mm) Local minima of the thickness of the

fibre strand

e (mm) Centre-to-centre distance between the

transverse fibre strands

E|| (kN/

mm2)

Young’s modulus in the longitudinal

direction

E┴ (kN/

mm2)

Young’s modulus in the transverse

direction
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f (mm) Deflection of the section of a

longitudinal fibre strand between its

intersections with two adjacent

transverse fibre strands

Fc (N) Concrete compression strut

fcm (N/

mm2)

Mean value of the concrete compression

strength

fctm (N/

mm2)

Mean value of the concrete tensile

strength

Fsp,y (N) Splitting force in the y-direction
Fsp,z (N) Splitting force in the z-direction
Fx (N) Tensile force in the longitudinal fibre

strand

G║ (kN/

mm2)

Shear modulus in the 12- and

13-directions

Gf (N/

mm)

Shear modulus

kA Parameter to describe the influence of

the magnitude of the cross-sectional

expansion

Kc Shape factor to describe the fractured

surface

kF Parameter to describe the influence of

the cross-section geometry

kp Parameter to describe the influence of

the dominant direction of the cross-

sectional expansion

KTT (N/

mm3)

Interface stiffness

kW Parameter to describe the influence of

the waviness of the fibre strand

Ukr (mm) Circumference of a circle with the same

area as a stipulated fibre strand

Ur (mm) Circumference of the fibre strand

ux,A (mm) Slip

α Parameter to describe the function of

damage evolution

αF Parameter to take into account the

influence of the cross-section geometry

of the fibre strand

δm
0 (mm) Displacement at which cohesion

damage initiates

δm
f (mm) Displacement at which total cohesion

damage occurs

ε Parameter to describe the eccentricity

εc1 (mm/

m)

Strain in the concrete under maximum

compressive stress

εcu (mm/

m)

Breaking strain of concrete

θ (°) Inclination of the concrete compression

strut

μ Friction

ν|| Transverse strain in the 12- and

23-directions

ν┴ Transverse strain in the 23-direction

σb0 (N/

mm2)

Concrete compressive strength under

biaxial loading

σc0 (N/

mm2)

Concrete compressive strength under

uniaxial loading

φ (°) Inclination of the splitting force with

respect to the plane perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the fibre strand

ψ (°) Angle of dilatancy

Indices

kr Circle

r Fibre strand

F Location in the longitudinal fibre strand halfway

between the intersections of two adjacent

transverse fibre strands

K Location in the longitudinal fibre strand at the

intersection with a transverse fibre

1 Introduction

Textile reinforcement is a composite material con-

sisting of bundled high-performance filaments. These

bundles are called rovings if the filaments are straight

and not twisted. The rovings are processed to form a

mesh, and the state of the art nowadays is to

impregnate the mesh with special resins or polymers

to improve the inner bond properties of the rovings

[1, 2]. The mesh is used as reinforcement in concrete

and exhibits advantageous material properties. The

tensile strength of carbon fibre strands, for example,

can be as high as 3000 MPa and, in the newest

generation of textile reinforcement, even higher [3].

Another huge benefit is the low risk of corrosion (for

carbon filaments there is no risk of corrosion at all),

allowing the design engineer to reduce the concrete

cover to a minimum.

Considering these two advantages, high strength

and superior durability, various applications of this

type of structural concrete become possible. One of

the first successful applications of textile-reinforced
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concrete is described by Helbig et al. [4]—a light-

weight footbridge constructed in 2017 which was

exclusively reinforced with textile reinforcement.

The potential of this high-performance composite

material is also high for the production of filigree

shell structures [5, 6], as textile reinforcement coated

with a stiff impregnation material can easily be

formed into the desired shape during the production

process, or, if a flexible impregnation material is

used, the reinforcement can be brought into the

desired shape directly at the construction site. This

opens new possibilities for the design of free-form

structural components exhibiting advantageous load-

carrying mechanisms and for the strengthening of

existing structures [7–9].

The usage of textile-reinforced concrete in the

previously described areas of application permits a

crucial reduction in overall material needed [10]. In

these times of climate crisis, the concrete industry is

expected to find innovative solutions to reduce the

environmental impact of the industry as a whole, as

the production of cement is responsible for about 6%

of the carbon emissions generated worldwide (and

still increasing) [11]. The results of calculations

performed by Stoiber et al. [12] indicate that a

reduction in the embodied CO2 can be achieved by

using textile-reinforced concrete.

Recognising the great potential of textile-rein-

forced concrete, researchers at the Institute of

Structural Engineering at TU Wien launched a

research project in 2015, with a focus on sustainable

construction using textile-reinforced concrete. The

overarching aim of the project was to scientifically

investigate the sustainability potential of textile-

reinforced concrete. In experimental investigations

carried out within this project, pronounced longitu-

dinal cracking in the layer of textile reinforcement

due to high bond forces was observed in several test

specimens [13, 14]. Similar behaviour had previously

been observed by other researchers [15–17]. The

longitudinal cracks led to the premature failure of the

specimens, thus reducing the efficiency of the high-

performance reinforcement. In order to render textile

reinforcement advantageous both ecologically and

economically, this type of failure has to be avoided,

so that the full potential of textile-reinforced concrete

can be exploited. Therefore it is necessary to

understand the mechanisms which lead to the afore-

mentioned cracking behaviour. Preinstorfer et al.

carried out investigations on the topic and concluded

that it is mostly certain geometric characteristics of

the fibre strand that determine the distribution of the

splitting forces and their magnitude [18].

However, due to a wide range of variation in the

production process of textile reinforcement, in terms

of materials (both filaments and impregnation), yarn

count, impregnation ratio, production method, and

other parameters, a consistent description of the

geometric characteristics of textile reinforcement is

not available yet. In this paper, a description is given

for specific geometric characteristics of the fibre

strand which were identified as playing a major role

in the distribution and magnitude of the splitting

forces due to bond action. This allows for the

comparison of different types of textile reinforce-

ments as a function of these geometric characteristics.

Based on this description a broad numerical para-

metric study was carried out. The aim of the study

was to quantify the influence of the individual

geometrical parameters on the splitting forces in the

concrete (which lead to the aforementioned longitu-

dinal cracking) occurring when one short fibre strand

is pulled out of the concrete. Furthermore, in this

paper a mechanical model is introduced which

permits the calculation of the splitting forces in

textile-reinforced concrete under the aforementioned

boundary conditions (the pulling out of one short

fibre strand).

2 Methods and boundaries

To characterise the geometry of the fibre strands, a

completely new method is used in this paper. While

in the past researchers tried to determine the cross

section at certain points along the length of the fibre

strand by cutting the fibre strand and measuring the

cross-sectional dimensions (e.g. [19]), in this research

an entirely optical measurement method was used.

The fibre strands were scanned using a laser, and a

digital 3D model was generated from the measure-

ments, making it possible to examine the real

geometry at a large scale (the whole procedure is

explained in detail in Sect. 3.1). Based on the

measurement results, four geometrical parameters

are introduced, allowing for a clear geometrical

description of the fibre strand in terms of the relevant

characteristics which affect the splitting forces due to
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bond action. This permits their influence on the

magnitude and distribution of the splitting forces to

be estimated. These parameters also facilitate a

comparison between different types of textile rein-

forcement with respect to the splitting forces.

In a subsequent parametric study, the geometrical

parameters were varied over a wide range with the

aim of visualising the influence of the geometry of

the fibre strand on the splitting forces occurring in the

concrete due to bond action. The underlying numer-

ical model defined in Abaqus/CAE and used in the

parametric study is described in Preinstorfer et al.

[20] and was calibrated against the results of

experimental investigations. The mechanical model,

which is described in this paper, takes into account

the results of the parametric study and of preliminary

investigations carried out by the authors [18]. All the

input parameters of the model are of a geometrical

nature.

Preinstorfer et al. proposed a classification system

for three types of textile reinforcement exhibiting

significantly differing bond behaviour [21]. The

reinforcement is classed in three categories (A, B,

and C), depending on their transverse stiffness and

some specific geometric characteristics of the fibre

strands. Textile reinforcement with a pronounced

regularly repeating variation in cross-sectional

dimensions along the longitudinal axis, which is also

coated with a stiff impregnation material such as

epoxy resin (category C in [21]) exhibits a high

tendency for longitudinal cracking in the layer of

textile reinforcement. The dominant bond mechanism

in this type of reinforcement is a mechanical interlock

between the reinforcement and the concrete. The

numerical investigations described in this paper, as

well as the introduced model, are limited to this type

of textile reinforcement. The splitting forces due to

bond action are calculated for a solid fibre strand,

assuming that no interlaminar failure occurs in the

fibre strand. This is in line with observations from

experimental studies [15, 18, 22], where longitudinal

cracking occurred in the concrete but the fibre strand

was not damaged.

The study described in this manuscript is limited to

short individual yarns. Investigations on how adja-

cent fibre strands interfere with each other or on how

the development of the axial force in the fibre strand

changes for bigger anchorage lengths are carried out

elsewhere (see [22], for example).

By calculating the magnitude and distribution of

the splitting forces in textile-reinforced concrete, the

exposure (with respect to a bond load) (E) is taken

into account. Longitudinal cracking is likely to occur

when the exposure exceeds the resistance (R) of the
concrete. The resistance (R) is not investigated in

detail in this manuscript but should be considered in

further research, as preliminary results from various

researchers indicate that both the mechanical proper-

ties of the concrete and the concrete cover influence

the initiation of longitudinal cracking [16, 23, 24].

3 Geometrical characterisation of textile
reinforcement

3.1 Laser scanning of textile reinforcement

To determine the geometrical properties of the textile

reinforcement, optical measurements with a laser

scanner were conducted. The measurement system

consisted of a Nikon/Metris MCA 3600 articulated

arm with a Metris MMD50 laser scanner attached.

After the calibration of the portable measurement

system at the installation site, the entire surface of the

reinforcement was scanned. The articulated arm with

the mounted laser scanner was guided by hand around

the object to be scanned. By measuring the reflections

of the laser, a cluster of points representing the

surface of the textile reinforcement was generated.

The measurement accuracy given by the manufac-

turer was 7 μm.

Algorithms were used to generate a triangulated

closed surface from the cluster of points. The

obtained digital 3D model is a detailed representation

of the real object. This digital model was subse-

quently examined with the program MATLAB,

making it possible not only to automatically generate

the volume or surface area of the fibre strand but also

to visualise cross sections of the model. In the

following sections, four types of fibre strands are

investigated. The types are described in a previous

paper [18]. Figure 1 shows the digital models of these

four types.

By comparing the different types of reinforcement,

one can clearly see significant differences in config-

uration and strand shape. While strand type R has a

round cross section, all the other types have a roughly

flat elliptical shape. In Fig. 2 it can be seen that the
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cross section of strand types R and F is constant

alongside their longitudinal axis, while fibre strand

types S and K exhibit local deformations at the

intersections of the rovings and a widening of the

strand between those intersections (a detailed longi-

tudinal section is shown in Sect. 3.2.2). These

characteristics have been identified as playing a

major role in the distribution and magnitude of the

splitting forces due to bond action [20]. To quantify

these differences, geometrical parameters allowing

the different types of fibre strands to be compared are

introduced in the next section.

3.2 Geometrical parameters

3.2.1 Cross-sectional shape

To describe the cross-sectional shape of the fibre

strands, parameter kF is introduced. By dividing the

circumference of the strand Ur by the circumference

of a circle Ukr with the same area as the strand Ar, a

dimensionless form parameter is obtained which

represents the compactness of the fibre strand; see

Eq. (1).

kF ¼ Ur

Ukr

ð1Þ

and

Ar ¼ Akr

If parameter kF is close to 1, the fibre strand has an

approximately round cross section. A parameter kF
greater than 1 signifies an elliptical cross section in

which the ratio of the major to the minor axis

increases with increasing parameter kF. Figure 3

shows the cross-section geometry of the fibre strands

generated from the digital model—at the intersection

of the strands and halfway between the intersections

—for the four types of reinforcement. While type R

has a nearly round cross section (kF = 1.02), type K

exhibited a flat elliptical shape (kF = 1.30).

3.2.2 Variation in cross-sectional area

By visualising a horizontal section (top view) and

vertical section (side view) of the fibre strand (see

Fig. 4), the aforementioned regularly repeating vari-

ation in cross-sectional dimensions between the

intersections with the transverse strands can be

described. As the regularly spaced increase of the

strand cross section is fixed by the impregnation

applied during the manufacturing process, it acts like

a flat rib facilitating the mechanical interlock between

the fibre strand and the concrete [15]. If the fibre

strand is loaded a concrete compression strut forms,

originating from these ribs. Similar behaviour is

observed in reinforced concrete. In textile-reinforced

concrete, however, it is assumed that the flat shape of

the ribs leads to the formation of a steep concrete

compression strut, with the angle depending on the

magnitude of the cross-sectional variation. Taking

this into account, a dimensionless parameter kA is

Fig. 1 Diagonal view of the digital 3D models of the different types of textile reinforcement: a Round cross-sectional shape—type

R; b Flat cross-sectional shape—type F; cWeft thread (German: Schussfaden)—type S; dWarp thread (German: Kettfaden)—type K

Fig. 2 Side and top view of the digital 3D models of the

different types of textile reinforcement
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introduced which represents the ratio of the cross-

sectional area of the strand between the intersections

with transverse fibre strands Ar,F (generally a local

maximum of the cross-sectional area) to the cross-

sectional area at the intersections Ar,K (generally a

local minimum of the cross-sectional area); see

Eq. (2).

kA ¼ Ar;F

Ar;K
ð2Þ

3.2.3 Dominant direction of the regularly repeating
variation in cross-sectional dimensions

Due to the production process of the textile rein-

forcement, the regularly repeating variation in cross-

sectional dimensions of the fibre strands is not

uniform along their circumference. As can be seen

in Fig. 4, the increase in cross-sectional dimensions is

significantly greater in the direction of the width of

the strand. In various sources [25], a strong influence

of the variation in cross-sectional dimensions is

assumed, depending on whether the increase in cross-

sectional dimension is greater in the direction of the

width or in the direction of the thickness. To quantify

this property, a third parameter kp is introduced which
relates the changes in thickness (dr,F – dr,K) and width

(br,F – br,K) to the sum of the dimensional increase in

both directions; see Eq. 3.

kP ¼ dr;F � dr;K
� �� br;F � br;K

� �
dr;F � dr;K
� �þ br;F � br;K

� � ð3Þ

If parameter kp equals 0, there is a uniform increase in

both the width and the thickness. If this parameter

tends to a value of −1, the fibre strand exhibits a

F F F F

(a) Type R (b) Type F (c) Type S (d) Type K

Fig. 3 Representative cross sections of the fibre strands generated from the digital 3D model: at the intersection with the transverse

strands (grey line) and halfway between the intersections (black line)

br,K br,F

dr,K dr,F

Transverse rovingth
ic

kn
es

sd
 [m

m
]

w
id

th
 b

 [m
m

]

y
x

z
x

Knot (K)
Field (F)

P P

Fig. 4 Representative

longitudinal section of fibre

strand types S (left) and K

(right): vertical section (top)

and horizontal section

(bottom)
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dominant increase in the direction of the width. On

the other hand, if kp equals 1, the dominant increase is

in the direction of the thickness.

3.2.4 Waviness

Textile reinforcement exhibits a certain waviness,

due to the production process, which is not the same

as the aforementioned variation in cross-sectional

dimensions of the fibre strand, but rather represents a

global deflection of the longitudinal axis. This can be

due either to a deflection of the strand, owing to a

lack of straightening during the production process,

or to an asymmetric intersection of the warp and weft

threads as shown in Fig. 4, top right. To quantify this

waviness, a fourth parameter kW is introduced which

relates the global deflection f between two intersec-

tions to the centre-to-centre distance of the transverse

strands e; see Eq. 4.

kW ¼ f

e
ð4Þ

If parameter kW is 0, the fibre strand is perfectly

straight. Larger values of kw indicate an increase in

waviness, and thus an increasing global deflection of

the fibre strand between the intersections with the

transverse strands.

3.3 Comparison of geometric characteristics

In Table 1, the analysed geometrical parameters for

all four types of fibre strands are listed. Since fibre

strand types R and F are straight along their

longitudinal axis and do not have any regularly

repeating macroscopic variations in cross-section

geometry, only parameter kF is of importance for

these strand types. In contrast, fibre strand types S

and K both exhibit a pronounced regularly repeating

variation in cross-section geometry. This variation is

expressed by parameter kA.
Strand types S and K differ by their production

process. If the strand is wrapped with knitting yarn

(as is the case for the warp thread—type K), a more

compact shape of the fibre strand is obtained,

resulting not only in a smaller parameter kA but also

in a smaller regularly repeating dimensional variation

in the thickness direction of the strand. Nonetheless,

due to the compression of the fibre strand during the

impregnation process, which serves to facilitate the

full impregnation of the roving, both fibre strands

also exhibit an increase in the direction of the width

between the intersections with the transverse fibre

strands. These geometric characteristics are repre-

sented by parameter kp, as fibre strand type K shows a

dominant increase in the width direction, while fibre

strand type S exhibits a roughly uniform widening of

the strand along its circumference. Lastly, it should

be mentioned that all strand types are largely straight

longitudinally, with only types K and S showing

minimal deflections. Therefore, the waviness of the

fibre strands can be neglected.

4 Parametric study

In experimental and numerical calculations carried

out in [20], it was shown that the geometry of the

fibre strand is the main influencing parameter for the

magnitude and distribution of the splitting forces due

to bond action. In this section, a parametric study is

presented, in which the geometrical parameters

introduced in Sect. 3.2 are varied in a predefined

range in order to quantify the impact of each

Table 1 Geometric characteristics of the four types of fibre strands (mean values for a 400 mm fibre strand)

Type dr,F
(mm)

br,F
(mm)

dr,K
(mm)

br,K
(mm)

Ar,F

(mm2)

Ar,K

(mm2)

Ur,F

(mm)

Ur,K

(mm)

e
(mm)

f
(mm)

kF
(–)

kA
(–)

kP (–) kW
(–)

R 3.48a 3.37a – – 9.29a – 11.00a – – – 1.018 1.000 0.000 0.000

F 2.69a 5.91a – – 11.75a – 14.21a – – – 1.170 1.000 0.000 0.000

S 2.49 6.69 1.76 5.56 13.25 8.85 15.61 13.16 38.00 0.40 1.234 1.500 –0.200 0.010

K 1.84 6.85 1.77 5.91 11.33 8.15 15.51 13.23 38.00 0.08 1.302 1.390 –0.834 0.002

a In fibre strand types R and K no intersecting transverse fibre strand was present. For these strand types, index r,F represents the

mean value along the whole length of the fibre strand
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parameter on the development of the splitting forces.

A total of 75 calculations were carried out. The

dimensions of all the fibre strands used in the

parametric study are listed in [23].

1 Cross-section geometry: Variation of parameter

kF within the limit 1.0:0.1:1.4 (start value:step:

end value)

2 Dominant direction of the regularly repeating

variation in the cross-sectional dimensions: Vari-

ation of parameter kP within the limit −1.0:0.5:1.0

3 Magnitude of the regularly repeating variation in

cross-sectional area: Variation of parameter kA
within the limit 1.2:0.3:1.8

The influence of the waviness of the fiber strand

has been extensively investigated by Lorenz et.al; e.g.

[26]. The optical measurements of the different

investigated fiber strands in this manuscript (Sect. 3.3)

showed that all used samples of textile reinforcement

were almost straight in longitudinal direction, there-

fore allowing for a disregard of the influence of the

waviness in the following sections. For higher values

of the waviness the authors are referring to the

calculation of the deviation forces by Lorenz et.al.

[26].

4.1 Numerical model

The parametric study was conducted within the

program Abaqus/CAE by Dassault systems. This

study used a numerical model of a pull-out test,

which was defined by the authors and presented in a

previous publication [20] (see Fig. 5). The modelling

framework is based on a single-sided pull-out test

(SPO) that is typically used to determine the bond

behaviour of textile-reinforced concrete [16, 27, 28].

Only the upper part of the test setup is modelled,

whereas the bottom part is taken into account by

using appropriate boundary conditions.

The model parameters, which had previously been

determined by the authors [20], are summarised in

Table 2. For compression and tension, the nonlinear-

ity of the concrete is considered by implementing the

model according to EN 1992-1-1 [29] and by using

the fictitious crack model developed by Hillerborg

[30], respectively. The concrete damage plasticity

model (CDP) described in [31] was chosen as the

damage hypothesis in order to simulate the damage

progression in the concrete. The fibre strand is

implemented to exhibit transverse isotropic material

behaviour, which means that there are only five

independent input parameters. The input parameters

were chosen according to calculations carried out in

[32, 33]. To model the interface, hard contact

between the solid, homogenous fibre strand and the

concrete was implemented to simulate mechanical

interlock, and an interaction between the concrete and

fibre strand in the interface which takes into account

both adhesion (linear contact stiffness with exponen-

tial damage progression after a predefined

displacement has been reached) and friction (based

on Coulomb’s friction hypothesis) was modelled. The

material parameters of the interface were initially

estimated according to calculations presented in [34]

and subsequently determined more accurately by the

authors within a calibration process.

4.2 Python script and output values

For the parametric study, the fibre strand is param-

eterised at a local minimum (e.g. at the position

where a transverse fibre strand would cross) and a

local maximum (e.g. halfway between local minima

where transverse fibre strands would cross) by

defining the ellipse parameters aK and bK, and aF
and bF, respectively (where a[b); see Fig. 6. The

different types of fibre strands were generated in

Spline

Cross section 
at intersection

Cross section
at mid-span

F

Modeling frff amework

FE model

import

lb,o

bb,o

F

Fig. 5 Numerical model of a pull-out test on textile-reinforced

concrete defined by [20]: Real test setup for a pull-out test

according to [15] (left), numerical model with boundary

conditions (top right), and approximation of the fibre strand,

which is then imported into the FE model (bottom right)
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AutoCAD as volumetric models by defining these

distinctive cross sections. Between the distinct cross

sections the fibre strand was approximated by using a

spline.

The target values for kF, kP, and kA were set as

fixed values, so that parameters aK, aF, bK, and bF had
to be varied within a target value iteration until the

desired parameter values were obtained. The mod-

elling of the fibre strand itself was carried out

automatically with a Visual Basic script within the

AutoCAD environment. Thereafter, a Python script

was created to automatically generate the desired

numerical model, including the import of the fibre

strand, execution of the calculations, and generation

of the desired output values for all 75 test specimens.

Besides the pull-out load Fx and the slip ux,A of the

fibre strand, the splitting forces in the test specimens

are of major interest for the interpretation of the

results. These forces are calculated by integrating the

stresses in the y-direction (perpendicular to the layer

of textile reinforcement) and the z-direction (in the

plane of the layer of textile reinforcement; see Fig. 7).

4.3 Results

The results of the numerical calculation were visu-

alised in 3D plots, where parameters kF and kP are

shown on the horizontal axes, and the ratio of the

splitting forces Fsp,y/Fsp,z is plotted on the vertical

axis. Parameter Fsp,y describes the splitting force

directed orthogonally to the layer of textile

aF

aF

aK
aK

bF
bF

bK
bK

Fig. 6 Parameterisation of the fibre strand: ak and bk are the

ellipse parameters at the local minimum, and aF and bF are the
ellipse parameters at the local maximum

Table 2 Model parameters chosen according to [20]

Concrete (model according to EC2)

fcm (N/mm2) εc1 (–) εcu (–) fctm (N/mm2) Gf (N/mm)

78.0 2.8 2.8 4.82 60.0

Damage hypothesis (concrete damage plasticity model)

ψ (°) ε (–) σb0/σc0 (–) Kc (–)

35 0.1 1.16 0.67

Textile reinforcement

E║ (kN/mm2) E┴ (kN/mm2) ν|| (–) ν┴ (–) G|| (kN/mm2)

205 13.79 0.2 0.25 8.97

Interface

KTT (N/mm3) dom (mm) dfm (mm) α (–) μ (–)

1000 0.004 0.4 0.05 0.5

Fx

Fsp,y

ux,A

σsp,y

Fc

x
y

σx 

θ

Fig. 7 Output values of the numerical calculations (in blue)
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reinforcement which leads to the spalling of the

concrete cover, whereas Fsp,z is the splitting force in

the plane of the layer of textile reinforcement. 3D

plots were generated for three values of the parameter

for the regularly repeating variation in cross-sectional

dimensions kA (see Fig. 8). For the evaluation of the

splitting force ratio Fsp,y/Fsp,z, a load stage was

chosen at which the concrete section was still

uncracked (75% of the ultimate load). This was done

to ensure that no significant redistribution of the

concrete stresses had occurred and that the FE model

can be assumed to represent a homogenous

continuum.

In the plots in Fig. 8 it can be seen that there is no

significant difference between the ratios of the

splitting forces Fsp,y/Fsp,z for different magnitudes

of the regularly repeating variation in cross-sectional

dimensions, described by parameter kA. On the other

hand, parameters kF and kP were both observed to

have a significant influence on the splitting forces. To

paint a clear picture of the influence of these two

parameters, 2D graphs were extracted from the 3D

plots. Additionally, the ratio Fsp,y/Fsp,z was dissolved,

and the splitting forces are displayed individually on

the y-axis as a function of the axial force Fx in the

fibre strand.

Figure 9 (left) shows a clear dependency of the

distribution of the splitting forces on parameter kF.
While the splitting forces in a circular cross section

are obviously of the same magnitude in both the y-
and z-direction (any small differences observed are

due to numerical inaccuracies), the splitting forces in

the y-direction Fsp,y become increasingly more dom-

inant with increasing flatness of the fibre strand

(represented by parameter kF). These results agreed

with those of experimental investigations previously

carried out by the authors [18] in which the exper-

imental data showed a strong dependency of the

cracking pattern on the fibre strand cross-section

geometry

Figure 9 (right) also shows a clear dependency of

the dominant direction of the regularly repeating

variation in cross-sectional dimensions on the split-

ting forces, displayed in terms of parameter kp. If the
cross-sectional variation is due predominantly to a

widening of the fibre strand, the splitting forces in the

z-direction are larger than those in the y-direction. If,
however, the cross-sectional variation is due mainly

to a thickening of the fibre strand, the opposite (Fsp,

y[Fsp,z) can be observed.

4.4 Classification of own experimental data

To conclude this section, fibre strand types S and K,

the geometric characteristics of which are described

in Sect. 3.3, are classified according to the results of

the parametric study by referring to Fig. 9. In the first

step, the value of the governing parameter (either kF
if the diagram in Fig. 9 left is used or kP if the

diagram in Fig. 9 right is used) is marked on the x-
axis (the horizontal axis). A vertical line is drawn

from this value to the intersection with the governing

curve of parameter kP or kF, respectively. From this

intersection, a horizontal line is drawn to intersect the

vertical y-axis. The value at the intersection repre-

sents the ratio of the splitting force Fsp.y to the tensile

force in the fibre strand Fx. It can be seen that fibre

strand type S induces slightly higher splitting forces

Fig. 8 Splitting force ratio Fsp,y/Fsp,z vs. parameters kF and kP for three values of the cross-sectional parameter kA: kA=1.2 (left); kA=
1.5 (centre); kA=1.8 (right)
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in the concrete than fibre strand type K. This is

consistent with the experimental data reported in

[22], where all specimens reinforced with fibre strand

type S failed earlier than specimens reinforced with

fibre strand type K. Nonetheless, it should be noted

that there is scatter in the results, which is mainly due

to inaccuracies in the manufacturing process of the

fibre strands. In pull-out tests on both types of fibre

strands reported in [18] the two types failed at nearly

the same load stage, and hence the spread of the

maximum peak load values was not as great as that of

the numerical results reported in this paper. However,

the parametric study clearly shows how different

geometrical parameters influence the magnitude and

distribution of the splitting forces due to bond action

in textile-reinforced concrete.

5 Splitting force model (SF-model)

In this section, a mechanical model is introduced

which permits the calculation of the splitting forces

that occur when a single short fibre strand is pulled

out of the concrete, as a function of the geometric

characteristic of the fibre strand. Mechanical inter-

lock between the fibre strand and the concrete is

required to ensure the validity of the model, which is

achieved by using textiles of category C (as defined

in [21]). Like in the model for steel-reinforced

concrete presented in [35], in which inclined concrete

compressive stresses originate from the steel rein-

forcement ribs, concrete compression struts also

occur in textile-reinforced concrete when the fibre

strand is loaded. The regularly spaced increase in

cross-sectional dimensions acts as a flat rib in textile-

reinforced concrete, as shown in [18]. The concrete

compressive stresses are in equilibrium with the

tensile hoop stresses. Two geometrical parameters (kF
and kp) have been shown to play a major role in the

distribution of the concrete compressive stresses

along the circumference of the fibre strand in

textile-reinforced concrete and on the tensile hoop

stresses which can cause splitting failure if they

exceed the concrete tensile strength.

5.1 Concrete compression strut

The magnitude of the splitting forces strongly

depends on the inclination θ of the concrete com-

pression strut Fc with respect to the layer of textile

reinforcement (see Fig. 7). This can be expressed by

simple trigonometry:

Fsp ¼ tanh � Fc ð5Þ
By considering both the experimental and numerical

calculations published in [20] and the parametric

study carried out in this research, it was determined

that the inclination of the strut is very steep. It is

assumed that the magnitude of the regularly repeating

variation in cross-sectional dimensions of the fibre

strand (represented by parameter kA) can have an

influence on the strut inclination. If the cross-

sectional dimensions of the fibre strand increase only

a little, mechanical interlock is achieved by a wedge

effect, resulting in steep concrete compression struts.

If the increase in cross-sectional dimension is

pronounced, the concrete compression strut forms

due to a steep rib being pressed against the concrete.

However, within the range of the varied parameter kA
(between 1.2 and 1.8), no significant change in the

inclination of the concrete compression strut was

observed (60°±1°). The values were calibrated

Type K

Type S

Type K Type S

Fig. 9 Ratios of the

splitting forces to the axial

force in the fibre strand

Fsp,y/Fx and Fsp,z/Fx for

cross-sectional parameter

kA=1.5 vs. parameters kF
(left) and kP (right). Only

fibre strand types S and K

were analysed
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according to Sect. 5.4. Due to the small difference in

concrete compression strut inclination for all inves-

tigated values of parameter kA, the inclination is set to
a constant value of 60°.

5.2 Influence of the cross-section geometry

of the fibre strand

If a fibre strand exhibits a flat elliptical cross-section

geometry, the resulting splitting forces are assumed to

be higher in the direction of the minor axis, while a

circular fibre strand induces uniform splitting stresses

along its circumference (see Fig. 10; top). To deter-

mine themagnitude of the resulting splitting forcesFsp,

y and Fsp,z in the y- and z-directions, the distribution of
the concrete tensile stresses is simplified according to

Fig. 10; bottom. In the following approach, the ratio of

the two ellipse axes is of interest, and this will be

visualised as a function of the parameter describing the

fibre strand cross-section geometry, kF.
The circumference of the fibre strand Ur is

approximated by Eq. (6), as no perfect solution for

the calculation of the circumference of an ellipse

exists.

Ur � p � 3 � aþ b

2
�

ffiffiffiffiffi
ab

p� �
ð6Þ

By equating the area of an ellipse with that of a circle

a � b � p ¼ r2 � p ð7Þ
the radius of the equivalent circle is obtained:

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a � b

p
ð8Þ

The circumference of a circle Ukr can be expressed by

Ukr ¼ 2 � r � p ¼ 2 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a � b

p
� p ð9Þ

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (6) into Eq. (9) yields the

following relation:

kF � 2 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a � b

p
� p ¼ p � 3 � aþ b

2
�

ffiffiffiffiffi
ab

p� �
ð10Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a � b

p
� 2 � kF þ 1ð Þ ¼ 3 � aþ b

2
ð11Þ

By substituting

k ¼ 2 � kF þ 1 ð12Þ
into Eq. (11), the following equation is obtained:

a2 � 2 � a � b � 2

9
� k2 � 1

� �
þ b2 ¼ 0 ð13Þ

One solution of this quadratic equation is:

a ¼ b � 2

9
� k2 þ 2

3
� k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

9
� k2 � 1

r
� 1

 !
ð14Þ

Equation (14) allows the ellipse axes to be expressed

as a function of parameter kF (see Fig. 11). The

plotted values in Fig. 11 correspond well with the

curve obtained from the parametric study presented

in Sect. 4.3 (see the curve in Fig. 9 for kP = 0).

To take into account the fibre strand cross-section

geometry, parameter αF is introduced, which allows

for the scaling of the resulting splitting forces

according to the magnitude of parameter kF.

aF ¼ a

aþ bð Þ ð15Þ

Fsp;y ¼ aF � Fsp ð16Þ
Fsp;z ¼ ð1� aFÞ � Fsp ð17Þ

Fsp,z

a
b Fsp,z Fsp,z Fsp,z

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,z Fsp,z Fsp,z Fsp,z

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

a
b

Fig. 10 Splitting forces for two different fibre strand cross-

section geometries: Real magnitude and distribution (top) and

simplified distribution of concrete tensile stresses (bottom)
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5.3 Influence of the dominant direction

of the regularly repeating variation in cross-

sectional dimensions

A decisive influence of the dominant direction of the

regularly repeating variation in cross-sectional

dimensions, which is represented by parameter kP,
was observed in the parametric study. The splitting

forces are greater in the direction of the greatest

variation in the cross-sectional dimension, for exam-

ple in the z-direction if there is a pronounced

widening of the fibre strand, or in the y-direction if

there is a pronounced thickening of the strand (see

Fig. 12).

To determine the distribution of the splitting forces

as a function of the dominant direction of the

regularly repeating cross-sectional variation

described by parameter kP, a segment of the fibre

strand between π/2 and π is displayed in Fig. 13.

Compared to a circular cross section (displayed in

light grey), the fibre strand exhibits a widening of the

cross section. In the following calculations, it is

assumed that the resulting splitting force is in

direction of the centre of gravity of the widened part

of the cross section (displayed in dark grey). The

inclination φ of the resulting splitting force with

respect to the horizontal xz-plane of the fibre strand

reflects the ratio of the magnitudes of the splitting

forces Fsp,y/Fsp,z.

The centre of gravity of the area between curves

f(z) and k(z) shown in Fig. 13 is calculated by:

Sz ¼
r aFaK z � f zð Þ � k zð Þ½ � dx
r aFaK f zð Þ � k zð Þ½ � dx ð18Þ

Sy ¼
r aFaK y � f zð Þ � k zð Þ½ � dx
r aFaK f zð Þ � k zð Þ½ � dx ð19Þ

Transformation into polar coordinates:

z ¼ r � a � cosu ð20Þ
y ¼ r � b � sinu ð21Þ

An area element of infinitesimal size is used:

dA ¼ r � a � b � dr � du ð22Þ
The coordinates of the centre of gravity are

obtained by solving the integrals of Eqs. (18) and

(19) between the limits π/2 and π:

Fig. 11 Ratio of the length of an individual ellipse axis to the

sum of the length of both ellipse axes, expressed as a function

of parameter kF

Fsp,y

Fsp,z

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,y

Fsp,z Fsp,z Fsp,z

Fig. 12 Distribution of the splitting stresses as a function of

the dominant direction of the regularly repeating variation in

cross-sectional dimensions

Fsp,y/2 S
Fsp,z/2

Fsp/2

φ

π/2, y, b

π, z, a

f k

x

Fig. 13 Inclination of the splitting forces with respect to the

xz-plane for a dominant widening of the cross section
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zs ¼
4 � aF � b2F � aK � b2K
� �

3 � p � aF � bF � aK � bKð Þ ð23Þ

ys ¼
4 � a2F � bF � a2K � bK
� �

3 � p � aF � bF � aK � bKð Þ ð24Þ

The inclination of the concrete compression strut

with respect to the xz-plane is thus calculated to be:

u ¼ cot
a2F � bF � a2K � bK
aF � b2F � aK � b2K

ð25Þ

The resulting splitting forces can then be calcu-

lated according to Fig. 13:

Fsp;y ¼ Fsp � sinu ð26Þ
Fsp;z ¼ Fsp � cosu ð27Þ

The evaluation of the splitting forces as a function

of the dominant direction of the regularly repeating

cross-sectional variation was carried out for a fibre

strand with a circular cross section at the intersections

with the transverse strand and a pronounced regularly

repeating widening of the cross section between the

intersections (see Fig. 14). A clear similarity between

this curve and the results from the numerical study

can be seen (see, for example, the curve in Fig. 9

right for kF=1.0). This indicates that the assumption

of the splitting force being directed to the centre of

gravity of the widened portion of the cross section

yields sufficiently accurate results.

5.4 Modelling approach

Considering the findings from Sects. 5.1–5.3, the

splitting forces due to bond action that occur when a

single short strand is pulled out of the concrete can be

calculated by:

Fsp;y ¼ aF � sinu � tan h � Fx ð28Þ
Fsp;z ¼ ð1� aFÞ � cosu � tan h � Fx ð29Þ
where αF is the parameter capturing the effect of the

cross-sectional geometry on the distribution of the

splitting forces (see Sect. 5.2; Eq. 15); φ is describing

the inclination of the splitting forces with respect to

the xz-plane due to the presence of a dominant

direction of regularly repeating variation in the cross-

sectional dimensions (see Sect. 5.3; Eq. 25); θ is

the inclination of the concrete compression strut with

respect to the longitudinal axis of the fibre strand due

to a regularly repeating variation in cross-sectional

dimensions (see Sect. 5.1; Eq. 5).

In this paragraph, Eq. (28) is evaluated for

parameters kF and kP within the range defined in the

numerical study described in Sect. 4.2. Parameter kA
is set to be 1.50. In Fig. 15 the results from Eq. (28;

Fsp,y,cal) are plotted on the x-axis, while the results

obtained from the parametric study presented in

Sect. 4.2 (Fsp,y,num) are plotted on the y-axis. It can be

seen that the results agree well with each other. The

increasing divergence of the results at higher splitting

forces can be attributed to the decrease in accuracy of

Eq. (6) with increasing parameter kF.

Fig. 14 Ratio of the splitting forces as a function of parameter

kP
Fig. 15 Comparison of the results of the parametric study and

of the calculation according to Eq. (28)
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6 Conclusion

Textile reinforcement is characterised by a wide

variation in its geometric and mechanical character-

istics. In various publications, it has been shown that

the geometric characteristics play a major role in the

propagation of longitudinal cracks in the layer of

textile reinforcement which can lead to a spalling of

the concrete cover. The authors have carried out

broad experimental and numerical studies on this

topic, from which the following conclusions are

drawn:

● By introducing four geometrical parameters, a

geometrical characterisation of different types of

fibre strands can now be performed. These

parameters represent the description of the

cross-section geometry (kF), the magnitude of

the regularly repeating variation in cross-sectional

dimensions (kA), the dominant direction of this

regularly repeating variation (kP), and the wavi-

ness of the fibre strand (kw).
● A parametric study conducted with Abaqus/CAE

confirms a strong influence of the geometric

characteristics of the fibre strand on the resulting

splitting forces in the concrete due to bond action.

● In addition to the conclusions drawn in [18],

where the cross-sectional geometry of the fibre

strand was identified as the main influencing

parameter for the distribution of the splitting

forces, an influence of the dominant direction of

the regularly repeated cross-sectional variation

was observed.

● Based on experimental and numerical data, a

mechanical model is introduced which allows for

an assessment of the magnitude and distribution

of the splitting forces that occur when a single

short fibre strand is pulled out of the concrete.

This model is based on the theory of the tensile

hoop stress developed for steel-reinforced struc-

tures decades ago [35], but also takes into account

the non-uniform distribution of the tensile stresses

in textile-reinforced concrete due to the influence

of the cross-section geometry of the fibre strand

(represented by parameter kF) and the dominant

direction of the regularly repeating dimensional

increase in the fibre strand (represented by

parameter kP)

7 Outlook

The broad range of experimental and numerical

investigations carried out by the authors allows for

the calculation of the splitting forces in textile-

reinforced concrete induced by fibre strands of

category C (according to [21]). To estimate the

cracking behaviour of textile-reinforced concrete, the

focus must now shift to the influence of the concrete

resistance. While studies to this respect have been

carried out for CFRP tendons [36], so far no detailed

investigations have been carried out for textile

reinforcement. Further investigations on specimens

with different concrete covers (and thus reinforce-

ment ratio) and concrete qualities should therefore be

carried out, and the fracture mechanics should be

investigated in detail.
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